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Abstract
Cloud data locations square measure horrendously alluring for
the preparing of enormous scale applications inferable from
there to a great degree ascendible and offered framework. Data
as a Service (DBaaS) model is utilized to oversee databases in
cloud setting. Secure DBaaS standard gives data classification to
Cloud storage. Secure DBaaS is expected to allow different and
independent buyers to append to the cloud while not middle of the
road server. Documents, data structures and data square measure
scrambled before exchange to the cloud. Various cryptography
systems square measure won’t to change over plain content into
scrambled data. Table names and their section names likewise are
encoded inside of the cloud data security topic. The framework
bolsters topographically disseminated buyers to join on to A
scrambled cloud data. amid this paper we tend to quadrangular
measure proposing new plan that incorporate Cloud storage
administration with data protection and have a component of
flogging co-happening operations on scrambled data and together
with the geologically disseminated buyers to connect on to these
cloud data that is encoded and that they conjointly given to execute
their operations over the cloud data. This configuration takes
out the merchants (Intermediate intermediaries) it confines the
quantifiability, versatility, availability. High delicate data square
measure encoded by RSA cryptography and normal data square
measure scrambled abuse AES system so overhead on the system
will be decreased.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing so as to compute can address this issue
information storing appliance to get to the information at anyplace.
This is one of the capacity gadget used to get to their information
at anyplace through systems which is called cloud supplier. For
this administration client stress over the security and protection
issue under this Cloud computing for their own information. We
propose a novel engineering that incorporates cloud database
administrations with information classification and the likelihood
of executing simultaneous operations on encoded information.
This is the principal arrangement supporting topographically
disseminated customers to interface straightforwardly to an
encoded cloud database, and to execute simultaneous and
autonomous operations including those altering the database
structure. SQL operations by selecting the encryption conspires
that bolster SQL administrators. Scrambled cloud database licenses
distinctive sorts of gets to, for example, circulated, simultaneous,
and free. One of the engineering that backings these three sorts
of access is SecureDBaaS, which was proposed by Luca Ferretti
et al [1]. The SecureDBaaS engineering underpins numerous and
autonomous customers to execute simultaneous SQL operations
on scrambled information. Information consistency ought to be
kept up by utilizing simultaneousness control systems utilized
as a part of DBMS motors. This study clarifies the different
simultaneousness control conventions that can be utilized as a
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part of the encoded cloud database. The applications need 1SR
if information is repeated. Consequently, to ensure the benefits
of cloud, it is vital to give high versatility, accessibility, ease
and information with solid consistency, which can powerfully
adjust to framework conditions. Self-streamlining one duplicate
serializability (SO-1SR) is the simultaneousness control convention
that progressively enhances all phases of exchange execution on
recreated information in the cloud database [2]. Current DBMSs
bolstered by cloud supplier’s permits loose consistency ensures
which thusly expand the configuration multifaceted nature of uses
[3]. The second simultaneousness control convention is the preview
disengagement (SI) which gives expanded simultaneousness in
cloud environment when contrasted with 1SR [4]. Exchanges
are perused from the preview, peruses are never blocked due to
compose secures which turn builds simultaneousness. SI does
not permit a large number of the irregularities, but rather permits
compose skew abnormalities. SI permits exchange reversals.
To maintain a strategic distance from exchange reversals solid
consistency certification is required, i.e. solid SI (SSI). It’s normal
that this extent can become impressively inside without bounds.
Partner case of this is PC code as a Service, or SaaS, that is partner
application that is conveyed through the program to clients. Cloud
applications associate with a data that is being keep running on the
cloud and have variable degrees of intensity. Some square measure
physically outlined, some square measure preconfigured, and a
couple square measure local. Local cloud databases square measure
truly higher prepared and extra stable that the individuals who
square measure changed to adjust to the cloud. Cloud computing
is as of now days rising field as a consequence of its execution,
high openness, ease. Inside of the cloud a few administrations
square measure gave to the customer by cloud. Learning store is
primary future that cloud administration gives to the organizations
to store monstrous amount of capacity ability however still a few
firms don’t appear to have the capacity to execute Cloud computing
innovation inferable from absence of right security administration
approach and shortcoming in insurance that cause a few test in Cloud
computing. Cloud computing is web essentially based registering
wherever virtual shared servers give PC code, foundation, stage,
gadgets and diverse assets and facilitating to PCs on a pay-as-youuse premise. Clients will get to these administrations offered on
the “web cloud” while not having any past data on dealing with
the assets concerned. Along these lines, clients will focus extra on
the center business forms rather than expense time on picking up
data on assets required to deal with their business forms. Inferable
from its low esteem, strength, adaptability and inescapable nature,
Cloud computing is steadily changing the technique substances
deal with their insight. It likewise permits the database proprietor
to delegate clients to leading substance level fine-grained private
pursuit and unscrambling. Besides, our topic bolsters non-open
addressing whereby neither the data proprietor nor the cloud server
learns inquiry subtle elements.
II. Related Work
Ryan K L Ko et.al [4] examined the issues and difficulties of
the trusted cloud, where the unapproved client can get to the
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whole information without exasperating the genuine client. An
unapproved individual might do the two things which is getting to
the information and putting copy information since Cloud storage
gives a geological database. It is not a trusted one to store the
information of the clients. Muhammad Rizwan Asghar et.al [5]
examines the issues of authorizing security approaches in cloud
environment. With the high development of information in cloud
they were issue emerges because of untrusted individual access
of the information. To guarantee the security is juvenile, they
didn’t guarantee for the protected information in cloud situations.
Security issue is an incredible issue; here we authorize the security
for the proprietor’s information. Giving high security they might
high costly for the clients. L Ferretti et al [6] considered the issue
of information spillage of the genuine client in cloud environment
by the cloud supplier; they didn’t give better security to the client
for their own information or inner information. Fundamental issue
emerge due to no scrambled information were found, furthermore
it give the security to the frond-end database just and not controlled
the backend database, so the malevolent aggressors might pick up
the information access to the outsourced information. A.J. Feldman
et al [7] discover the issues of spilling information in server side
and study the danger of security issue. Because of centralization
of data assailants might effectively hack the information through
Cloud computing. Access control under this cloud supplier is not
a solid one; client information might misfortune whenever in light
of the fact that each of the a client is not generally in the online to
check the status of the information. So it is anything but difficult
to hack the information in at whatever time by the assailants
furthermore they might adjust their information whenever so it
is hazardous one. Ferretti, Luca, et al [8] study two issues; which
are (i) Bandwidth issue because of expansion no .of database
size due to scrambled information. (ii) Encrypted information
get to, the execution of scrambled information might set aside
a great deal of time for handling the information when it has an
extensive number of columns. The reaction time for preparing the
information might take a ton of time to unscramble the information
and the information where not a safe furthermore not classified
one. Distinctive methodologies ensure some privacy (e.g., [9]) by
taking so as to disseminate information among various suppliers
and favorable position of mystery sharing [4]. A stage forward is
proposed in [2] that makes it conceivable to execute range inquiries
on information and to be hearty against deceitful suppliers. Secure
DBaaS varies from these arrangements as it doesn’t require the
utilization of numerous cloud suppliers, and makes utilization
of SQL-mindful encryption calculations to bolster the execution
of most basic SQL operations on encoded information. Some
DBMS motors offer the likelihood of encoding information at the
document framework level through the supposed Transparent Data
Encryption highlight [3-4]. This component makes it conceivable
to construct a trusted DBMS over untrusted stockpiling. Be that
as it may, the DBMS is trusted and decodes information before
their utilization.
III. Cloud Computing Security Threats and Solution
Distributed Data: - This mechanism is used to share the data of
the user in networks while their roaming when the user need. Data
distributed among different locations, need concurrent access of
an encrypted data. To preserve data privacy and stability of the
user data; we have to eliminate the intermediary server between
the user and the cloud provider. Among different providers may
taking advantage of secret sharing. Without intermediate server
data distribution can done in secure level [1].
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A. Privacy Issues
A Privacy issue is one of the main issues for the data user who
stored their data in the cloud environments [2]. Every user may
want their personal data in private manner. Sometimes cloud
provider compromise the data to the malicious attackers, so the
problem may occur for the data user. With the use of external
provider data may loss, so user must make sure who is accessing
the data and who is maintaining the server at every time to protect
their data. For this privacy issues user can encrypt the data so no
one can access the data. Encryption is one of the best methods to
protect the data. Encryption is based on embedding the text into
some format it may be ciphertext, audio embedding process.
B. Control Issues
Controlling the data from the unauthorized is one of the main issues
for outsourced data in a cloud. Physical control is one of the best
methods for the control mechanism and at the same time every time
physical control is not a possible one from the unauthorized one
[9, 10]. When compare to physical scheme an automatic control
mechanism can provide a secure one in the possible of every time.
Visualization is one of the important one to control the users data
and maintain control over access to user resources. This control
mechanism is ability to control the deployed applications and
potentially application of the user.
C. Concurrent and Independent Access
Concurrently and independently access in a cloud in important one
for a cloud database service, protecting data privacy to the user
data by allowing a cloud database to perform concurrent operations
over an encrypted data, for eliminating a trusted broker or trusted
proxy [7]. For this concurrency and independent model Secure
Database as a Service (SDBaaS) integrate cloud database with
secure provider manner for data Privacy and security. Concurrency
model is used to Read/Write operation with the user database
in a secure manner [12]. Identity and Access management: - In
cloud computing data is stored in distributed location with a
many client and run in extraction process with large amount of
data of client information. To accessing the data over network
may occur an untrustful problem because of increasing no. of
attackers in networks, so who anyone can access our data without
our permission which is called hacking process. To control the
unauthorized access we provide a mechanism called access control
tool, to control the data over distributed networks [3, 4]. Access
control works in the bases of authenticate the authorized user with
a sigh on mechanisms. It provides a data access matrix to monitor
the accessing data limits. Here we provide a mechanism to access
the data in limited manner which is controlled by the data user.
Identity mechanism is used to find the unauthorized one by sign
on of instant user when an actual user is signed in. this mechanism
is used to manage the multiple user in a network.
IV. Secure DBaaS
Secure DBaaS (Secure database as a service) architecture proposed
by Luca Ferretti et al supports multiple clients and clients which
are geographically distributed to execute the independent and
concurrent operation on encrypted data in the remote database [1].
SecureDBaaS also guarantees data confidentiality and cloud level
consistency. This architecture eliminates the intermediate server
between the cloud database and client in order to provide availability
and scalability [7]. SecureDBaaS is the architecture that supports
the concurrent execution of operations in the encrypted cloud
database. The existing proxy based architecture constraints the
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multiple and distributed clients to access data concurrently from
the same database. The data consistency during the concurrent
access of data and metadata can be assured by using some isolation
mechanisms or the concurrency control protocols in the cloud
database. SecureDBaaS allows the execution of concurrent SQL
operations (INSERT, DELETE, SELECT, UPDATE) from multiple
and distributed clients. In order to provide data confidentiality the
tenant data and metadata should be in an encrypted format. For
this reason, clients convert plaintext SQL statements into SQL
statements that support transactions and isolation mechanisms
allowed in cloud databases [8]. The solutions for the consistency
issues lies in the five contexts: (1) data manipulation (2)
modification of structures (3) altering table (4) modification of
secure type (5) unrestricted operations. 2.1. Architecture design
The architecture design of SecureDBaaS consists of one or more
client machines with SecureDBaaS installed and cloud database.
This client is responsible for the connection of a user to the cloud
DBaaS to perform SQL operations. The SecureDBaaS manages
plaintext data, metadata, encrypted data and encrypted metadata.
The plaintext data includes the data user wants to save in cloud
DBaaS [9]. In order to avoid the confidentiality issues, multiple
cryptographic approaches are used to convert plaintext data
to encrypted form for storing in cloud database. The metadata
includes information needed to encrypt or decrypt data. Moreover,
metadata is also stored in an encrypted format [10]. Encryption
Schemes: The encryption schemes supported by SecureDBaaS
[11] are: (1) Plain: it supports the storage of unencrypted data in
the cloud and allows all types of SQL operations. (2) OPE: order
preserving encryption permits the execution of inequality and
range queries on encrypted data. (3) Det: it permits the execution of
equality and aggregation operators on encrypted data. (4) Random:
it assures highest confidentiality level. But it restricts all SQL
operators. 2.2. Implementation SecureDBaaS client consists of
five components: Operation parser software: Is responsible for the
conversion of receiving plain text SQL command into intermediate
form which is processed later by other modules. Encryption engine:
Is responsible for all kinds of encryption and decryption operations
specified in the metadata of SecureDBaaS. Metadata manager:
it manages metadata local copies and assures its consistency.
Query writer: it translates the query in intermediate form from
the operation parser into SQL statements that can be executed by
the cloud database over encrypted data. Database connector: it
acts as an interface between client and remote DBMS.
V. Problem Definition
Although data encryption seems the most intuitive solution for
confidentiality. Plaintext metadata may leak sensitive information
and data aggregation introduces unnecessary network overheads.
The execution time of SQL operations over a cloud database. Other
encryption algorithms characterized by acceptable computational
complexity support a subset of SQL operators.
VI. Proposed System
Providing confidentiality is very much difficult in electronic
world where individuals, devices, and sensors are connected
and information is created, accessed and shared widely with one
another. To ensure the clients safety, governments in addition
came up with authentic measures. For example, the US federal law
called The Secret Data Assurance and Measurable Productivity
Act (CIPSEA). Same as organizations have utilized different
information de-ID routines, for example, pseudonymization, and
encryption and so on to remove/hide any data that recognizes
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people. However these de-ID strategies have not been totally ready
to secure the client’s protection.If anyone wants to store the delicate
or confidential data in the cloud, these are strongly encrypted
before storing them into the cloud. Encrypting the data wills safety
measure for the privacy of your data. Especially important when
you are storing sensitive corporate data or personal information
that should never fall into the wrong hands. The limitations in
PSL-CD architecture are restricted access and the single point
of failure. These are avoided in the proposed SecureDBaaS
architecture. The SeureDBaaS architecture shown in figure.6 is
same as proxy-less architectures that store metadata in the cloud
database. The proposed architectureavoids single point of failure
by distributed cloud database.SecuredBaaS architecture is used
where the data is distributed over the cloud. The distribute cloud
database will allow the databases to truly support the flexible
requirements of cloud computing applications. Databases have
been distributed in terms of instances running on servers that have
access to a high-speed network for a while. It also increases the
availability of the data.

Fig. 1: Proposed Architecture Diagram
VII. Concurrent SQL Operations
Support to the execution of SQL statements issued by multiple
freelance (and presumptively geographically distributed)
customers is one in each of the foremost necessary edges
of SecureDBaaS with relevancy progressive solutions. Our
style ought to guarantee consistency among encrypted tenant
information and encrypted data as a results of corrupted or obsolete
information would stop purchasers from cryptography encrypted
tenant information resulting in permanent information losses. AN
intensive analysis of the potential issues and solutions related to
synchronic SQL operations on encrypted tenant information and
information is contained in Appendix B, out there inside the on-line
supplemental material. Here, we\’ve got an inclination to comment
the importance of characteristic 2 classes of statements that square
measure supported by SecureDBaaS: SQL operations not inflicting
modifications to the knowledge structure, like browse, write,
and update; operations involving alterations of the knowledge
structure through creation, removal and modification of data
tables. Here, we have got AN inclination to remark the importance
of distinctive 2 categories of statements that unit supported by
SecureDBaaS: SQL operations not inflicting modifications to the
info structure, like scan, write, and update; operations involving
alterations of the info structure through creation, removal, and
modification of data tables (data definition layer operators). In
eventualities defined by a static data structure, SecureDBaaS
permits purchasers to issue synchronize SQL commands to the
encrypted cloud data whereas not introducing any new consistency
issues with relevancy unencrypted databases. Once data retrieval, a
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noticeable text SQL command is translated into one SQL command
operative on encrypted tenant information. As data doesn’t would
like modification, a consumer will browse them once and cache
them for added uses successively thus rising performance.
SecureDBaaS is that the primary style that allow to synchronize
and consistent accesses even once there area unit operations that
will modify the knowledge structure. In such cases, we have got
to make sure the consistency of data through isolation levels that
we have a tendency to tend to demonstrate can work for several
victimization eventualities
VIII. Conclusion and Future Work
Cloud computing offers real various alternatives to IT departments
for improved flexibility and lower cost. Many services are readily
accessible on a pay-per-use basis and offer great alternatives to
businesses that need the flexibility to rent infrastructure on a
temporary basis or to reduce capital costs. Proposed a framework
which encrypts data before it is uploaded on to the cloud and
it also create secured, concurrent and independent encrypted
data over cloud. Use of AES algorithm provides secure transfer
of Data File within few seconds. Thus, if used securely, cloud
computing provides a user with amazing benefits and overcomes
its only disadvantage of security thread. In future, Mechanism to
be implemented to Compress large size files automatically so that
it will take less space on cloud database. The work will have to be
done to detect duplicate copies of same data on cloud database.
System will have to be deployed on server nodes globally, so that it
can be access from anywhere.The proposed system will not require
modifications to the cloud database, and it will be immediately
applicable to existing cloud DBaaS. Resolve problem of single
point failure and a bottleneck limiting availability and scalability
of cloud database services.
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